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Background: The rapid evolution of new techniques and devices is expanding the possibilities for treatment for chronic total occlusions (CTO).
Methods: We studied the use of multi-detector computed tomography (MDCT) to evaluate pathophysiology of CTOs by comparing 44 consecutive 
pre-treatment MDCT studies with intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) performed after successful wiring of the distal vessel. Evaluation included occlusion 
length and proximal/distal reference and lesion vessel dimensions and calcium. For non-calcified plaque, Hounsfield Unit (HU) was averaged among 
the 3 regions of interest. IVUS morphological assessment included attenuated plaque (indicative or a large necrotic core) and calcium.
Results: Occluded length tended to be shorter by IVUS than MDCT, but was well correlated (12.4±13.1 vs. 18.5±18.7mm, r=0.98, p≤0.0001). 
All vessel diameter measurements were also correlated, but MDCT measurements were consistently smaller than IVUS for the proximal reference 
(MDCT=4.1±0.8, IVUS=4.3±0.7mm); lesion site (MDCT=4.2±1.1, IVUS=4.4±0.8mm); and distal reference (MDCT=3.1±0.9, IVUS=3.3±0.7mm). 
Compared to MDCT, IVUS calcium arc was 149±75° when calcium protruded into the lumen, 117±74° when calcium was small and non-protruding 
and restricted to the arterial wall, and 30±39° for calcium not detected by MDCT (p=0.10 for protruding vs small and non-protruding). When MDCT 
calcium was located only deep in the arterial wall, IVUS calcium arc tended to be larger compared to calcium that was more superficial (159±88° 
vs 112±65°, p=0.12). Overall, 45% of lesions contained IVUS attenuated plaque suggesting a large necrotic core; mean HU was significantly higher 
in attenuated plaque than non-attenuated plaque (attenuated plaque 92±29 vs non-attenuated plaque 70±24).
Conclusion: Using IVUS as a gold-standard, MDCT is useful for understanding CTO morphologies and may help to guide CTO treatment strategies.
